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Real-time detection of apples in natural environment is a necessary condition for robots to pick apples automatically, and it is
also a key technique for orchard yield prediction and fine management. To make the harvesting robots detect apples quickly
and accurately in complex environment, a Des-YOLO v4 algorithm and a detection method of apples are proposed. Compared
with the current mainstream detection algorithms, YOLO v4 has better detection performance. However, the complex network
structure of YOLO v4 will reduce the picking efficiency of the robot. *erefore, a Des-YOLO structure is proposed, which
reduces network parameters and improves the detection speed of the algorithm. In the training phase, the imbalance of positive
and negative samples will cause false detection of apples. To solve the above problem, a class loss function based on AP-Loss
(Average Precision Loss) is proposed to improve the accuracy of apple recognition. Traditional YOLO algorithm uses NMS
(Nonmaximum Suppression) method to filter the prediction boxes, but NMS cannot detect the adjacent apples when they
overlap each other. *erefore, Soft-NMS is used instead of NMS to solve the problem of missing detection, so as to improve the
generalization of the algorithm. *e proposed algorithm is tested on the self-made apple image data set. *e results show that
Des-YOLO v4 network has ideal features with a mAP (mean Average Precision) of apple detection of 97.13%, a recall rate of
90%, and a detection speed of 51 f/s. Compared with traditional network models such as YOLO v4 and Faster R-CNN, the Des-
YOLO v4 can meet the accuracy and speed requirements of apple detection at the same time. Finally, the self-designed apple-
harvesting robot is used to carry out the harvesting experiment. *e experiment shows that the harvesting time is 8.7 seconds
and the successful harvesting rate of the robot is 92.9%. *erefore, the proposed apple detection method has the advantages of
higher recognition accuracy and faster recognition speed. It can provide new solutions for apple-harvesting robots and new
ideas for smart agriculture.

1. Introduction

*e apple-harvesting robot is a comprehensive system that
integrates environment perception, motion planning, and
servo control. Among them, environmental perception is an
important basis for harvesting robots to complete their
picking tasks [1–3]. Robot systems usually use target de-
tection technology to realize the function of environmental
perception. Fast and accurate target detection can make
robot work for a long time, reduce labor cost, and improve
production efficiency [4–6]. *erefore, the research of apple
detection has great significance to the improvement of the
picking efficiency and success rate of the harvesting robot.

*e recognition and positioning of fruits provide the
target information for the robot control system. With the
development of computer vision and artificial intelligence,
there are more and more methods for target recognition and
positioning [7–9]. Kelman et al. [10] realized the location of
overlapping apples by analyzingmultiple intensity profiles of
fruit images. *e accuracy of this method reaches 94%, but
the calculation process takes a long time. Nyarko et al. [11]
proposed a detection method of convex polyhedron ap-
proximation surface. *is method has the advantages of
simple calculation and efficient execution when the fruit is
occluded. Wei et al. [12] proposed a fast segmentation
method for color apple images. *is method uses adaptive
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mean shift and decision theory to determine the number of
clusters and realizes the clustering segmentation of apple
images. In order to solve the problem that it is difficult to
process the apple images collected at night, Jai et al. [13]
proposed a method combining differential image and color
analysis to realize apple recognition at night. Song et al. [14]
proposed an algorithm to detect and locate the fruiting
branches of multiple litchi clusters in large environments. In
this algorithm, DeepLabv3 is used to segment RGB image,
and then nonparametric density space clustering method is
used to cluster the pixels in the three-dimensional space of
the tree skeleton image. *e experimental results show that
the detection accuracy of a litchi is 83.33% and the execution
time of a single litchi is 0.464 s.

Due to the poor robustness of traditional vision methods
in complex background, it is difficult to meet the work
requirements of harvesting robots. In recent years, the CNN
(convolutional neural network) [15–17] has been continu-
ously improved, and it has shown great advantages in the
field of target detection. It is mainly divided into two cat-
egories. *e first type of CNN generates a series of target
candidate boxes and then classifies the samples by con-
volutional neural network. Representative algorithms are
R-CNN [18], Fast R-CNN [19], and Faster R-CNN [20].
Another kind of CNN directly transforms the problem of
target border location into a regression problem, so it does
not need to generate candidate boxes. *e typical algorithms
include SSD (Single Shot MultiBox Detector) [21] and
YOLO (You Only Look Once) [22, 23]. Xu et al. [24] used
machine learning methods to identify overlapping straw-
berries. Compared with the traditional segmentation
method, this method can overcome the influence of light
transformation. However, it is difficult to achieve good
recognition results when the similarity between fruit and
background is high. Wang et al. [25] proposed a method for
identifying fruits and vegetables in an unstructured envi-
ronment. *e method used R-CNN model to identify fruits
and vegetables and then completed the target location based
on the principle of triangulation. Aiming at the problem that
it is difficult to identify multicluster kiwi fruit in a complex
field environment, Fu et al. [26] proposed a recognition
method based on LeNet convolutional neural network. *e
recognition rate of this method for occluded fruit, over-
lapped fruit, adjacent fruit, and independent fruit was
78.97%, 83.11%, 91.01%, and 94.78%, respectively. However,
the recognition rate of this method for partially occluded
and overlapped fruit needed to be improved. Xiong et al. [27]
used the Faster R-CNN detection model to detect green
citrus in the natural environment. *e experimental results
showed that the comprehensive recognition rate of this
method reached 77.45%, but the comprehensive recognition
rate still needed to be further improved. Xue et al. [28]
improved YOLO v2 to identify immature mangoes. *e
experimental results showed that the method can detect
mangos at a speed of 83 f/s and an accuracy rate of 97.02%.
However, from the perspective of recognition effect, the
problem of missing recognition of fruits had yet to be solved.
Inkyu et al. [29] used the ImageNet model to recognize sweet
pepper, rockmelon, apple, avocado, mango, and orange.*e

comprehensive recognition rate of this model reached
89.6%.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that it is difficult
for conventional computer vision methods and deep
learning methods to meet the technical requirements of
harvesting robots. In order to make the harvesting robot
recognize apples quickly and accurately in complex envi-
ronment, traditional YOLO v4 algorithm is improved.
Firstly, by drawing lessons from the DenseNet, the original
structure of YOLO v4 is optimized to reduce model pa-
rameters effectively. *is change can improve the ability of
neural network to extract apple image features. Secondly, in
order to solve the problem that the positive and negative
samples of the collected data are not balanced in the training
process, AP-Loss is used to improve the class loss function of
YOLO v4. It can improve the accuracy of apple recognition.
Finally, Soft-NMS replaces NMS to solve the problem of
missing prediction boxes. It can improve the detection
accuracy of apples under overlapping conditions. In order to
verify the effectiveness of the Des-YOLO v4 algorithm, a
harvesting experiment is carried out with the self-designed
apple-harvesting robot.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1.DataCollectionandPreprocessing. In this study, a variety
of experimental materials in orchard and laboratory envi-
ronments are collected for training and testing, so as to select
the algorithm and parameters suitable for the apple-har-
vesting robot. *e apple image was collected from the apple
demonstration base in Dashahe Town, Jiangsu Province,
China. *e camera used in this study is a small camera
OV2640, whose resolution is 1632×1232 pixels at 30 frames
per second. It has small volume and low working voltage.
Moreover, it can output sampling data of whole frame,
subsampling, window, and so on. *e camera is installed on
the robot in eye-in-hand mode, so that the field of vision of
the end effector and the camera does not interfere with each
other in the process of fruit picking.

In order to reduce the probability of overfitting of the
network model, the long-range and close-range images are
collected. *e distance from distant view and close view to
fruit is 400–500mm and 100–200mm, respectively. In the
case of distant view and close view, images from four di-
rections of south, north, east, and west are collected, re-
spectively, and two images are collected from each direction,
with a total of 1600 images. To ensure the complexity of
apple images, the image material should include the different
numbers and occlusion of apples, as well as the lighting
conditions such as natural light and backlight. As shown in
Figure 1, it is a set of apple images in a typical complex
environment. In the end, 2,000 image materials were col-
lected, including captured images and 400 images of apples
obtained by web crawlers, containing a total of 2,950 targets.

*e training of YOLO neural network often requires
more training sets. More training sets can make the neural
network learn the features of apple image sufficiently and
improve the generalization ability of the network model.
However, in reality, due to the lack of material collection
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ability, it is difficult to obtain a large number of training
materials. In addition, the growth posture of apples is dif-
ferent, and the overlap phenomenon is serious, so it is
difficult to completely extract the shape characteristics of the
fruit. *erefore, it is necessary to preprocess the apple image
before the YOLO training. In this study, Matlab is used to
process the original data set to achieve the effect of data
enhancement.

(1) *e image is rotated horizontally, vertically, or at a
fixed angle, and the aspect ratio of the image is
changed to generate more training sets

(2) Data are enhanced by adjusting saturation and hue,
histogram equalization, median filtering, and other
image processing techniques

(3) To improve the generalization ability of the model,
four images are randomly cropped by Mosaic data
enhancement method and spliced into one image as
training data

After the image is processed by the above method, 10100
pictures are finally generated for later neural network
training. LabelImg is used to mark the apple target in the
above data set, and the marked information is saved in
PASCAL VOC data set format. To ensure the uniform
distribution of the data set, it is randomly divided into

training set, verification set, and test set according to the
proportion of 70%, 10%, and 20% by using Matlab tools.
*ere are 7070 training set samples, 1010 verification set
samples, and 2020 test set samples.

2.2. Apple Detection Based on YOLO v4. Apple detection is
the information source of picking operations for harvesting
robots, and it is also an important factor affecting the success
rate of picking [30, 31]. *is study uses the YOLO v4 al-
gorithm to realize the recognition and positioning of apple
targets, and it can locate the apples in a video and return
their coordinates. YOLO v4 is one of the best detection
algorithms at present. It has the advantages of fast recog-
nition speed and high accuracy in apple detection. On the
basis of the original YOLO v3 architecture, it introduces
some optimization methods from data processing, backbone
network, network training, activation function, loss func-
tion, and other aspects. YOLO v4 achieves the best matching
in detection speed and accuracy so far [32–34].

*e backbone network of YOLO v4 is CSPDarknet53,
which is used to extract target features. YOLO v4 draws on
the experience of the CSPNet (Cross Stage Partial Network)
to maintain accuracy, reduce computing bottlenecks and
memory costs, and add CSP to each large residual block of
Darknet53 [35]. To reduce the amount of calculation and

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 1: Apple image in complex environment. (a) Single fruit. (b) Multiple fruits. (c) Occluded fruit. (d) Overlapping fruits. (e) Backlight.
(f ) Sunlight.
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ensure accuracy, YOLO v4 divides the feature mapping of
the basic layer into two parts and then combines the hier-
archical structure of different stages. *e activation function
of CSPDarknet53 uses the Mish function, and the rest of the
network continues to use the Leaky_Relu function. Different
from using FPN for upsampling in the YOLO v3 algorithm,
YOLO v4 uses the idea of information flow in the PANet
(Pyramid Attention Network) as a reference. *e semantic
information of high-level features is propagated to the low-
level network through upsampling, and then it is combined
with the high-resolution information of low-level features to
improve the detection effect of small targets. As shown in
Figure 2, the program flow of the YOLO v4 algorithm is as
follows:

(1) *e features of the input image are extracted through
the backbone network, and then the input image is
divided into S ∗ S grids (S� 7). If the center of a
target is in a grid, this grid is responsible for the
detection of the target.

(2) In order to complete the target detection, each grid
needs to predict B bounding boxes and the categories
probability of each bounding box and to output the
confidence of whether the bounding box contains the
target.

IOU �
area(box(P)∩ box(T))

area(box(P)∪ box(T))
,

confidence� Pr(Object) × IOU,

(1)

where IOU (Intersection Union) is a standard per-
formance measure between the predicted bounding
box (box (P)) and the actual bounding box (box (T)).
Pr (Object) is the probability that the current po-
sition has an object. If there is a target in the grid, Pr
(Object)� 1; otherwise Pr (Object)� 0. Each
bounding box contains five premeasurements: (x, y,
w, h, confidence), where (x, y) represent the center
coordinate values, (w, h) are the width and height of
bounding box, and confidence is the confidence
information.

(3) *e category conditional probability Ci of each grid
is calculated; then, the class-specific confidence score
Si of each bounding box can be obtained by multi-
plying the class conditional probability by the con-
fidence of each bounding box.

Ci � Pr Classi|Object( ,

Si � Pr Classi|Object(  × Pr(Object) × IOU

� Pr Classi(  × IOU.

(2)

Pr (Classi) is the category probability of the i-th
target. By setting a threshold and comparing it with
the Si, the box whose score is lower than the
threshold is filtered. *en, NMS is performed on the
remaining boxes. Finally, the detection box of the

target is obtained to realize the recognition and
location of the apple.

*is study obtains the two-dimensional coordinates (x1,
y1) of apples through the detection box. *e laser ranging
sensor VL53L0 is used to measure the distance z between the
target and the robot. *en, the three-dimensional coordi-
nates (x, y, z) of the target in the camera coordinate system
can be obtained by coordinate transformation formula (3). f
is the focal length of the camera (f� 3.6mm).

x1 �
xf

z
,

y1 �
yf

z
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

2.3.Des-YOLONetwork StructureDesign. Because this study
only detects the apples in the image, the structure of YOLO
v4 network is optimized according to the DenseNet network.
DenseNet enables feature information reuse through the
connection layer by establishing the dense connection be-
tween the front layer and the back layer, thus reducing the
amount of calculation. In DenseNet, all previous layers are
connected as input:

xl � Hl x1, x2, · · · , xl−1 ( , (4)

where [x1, x2, . . ., xl-1] is the mosaic of all feature maps before
the layer. *e above formula is a nonlinear mapping rela-
tionship. Because each layer receives the feature mapping
from all the previous layers, the network can be thinner and
more compact. *erefore, the number of channels can be
reduced.

Based on the analysis and understanding of the network
structure of DenseNet, a Des-YOLO network structure is
proposed. *e SPP (spatial pyramid pooling) block from the
original YOLO v4 structure is removed, and a dense block is
added in its position. Dense blocks can make the feature
information be better transmitted in the whole network, and
the situation of overfitting can be alleviated to some extent.
YOLO v4 has three different sizes of anchors, which are 19,
38, and 76. In order to improve the detection speed, only
19×19 and 38× 38 anchors are selected, because the larger
the anchor is, the smaller the prediction box will be. If the
prediction box is too small, the apple with a small resolution
will be detected. In the process of picking, the distance
between the apple with too small resolution and the ma-
nipulator is too far, so it is not the picking object in the
current position. *e structure of the Des-YOLO network is
shown in Figure 3. *e size of the input image is 416 × 416.

2.4.OptimizationofLossFunction. *eproponents of YOLO
v4 believe that the design of loss function is one of the
optimization techniques that can improve the accuracy
without increasing the inference time. *e prediction error
of bounding box coordinates, the confidence error of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Apple detection based on YOLO v4. (a) Dividing image into S∗ S grids. (b) Predicted class probability. (c) Regression bounding
box. (d) Complete apple detection.
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bounding box, and the prediction error of object category
have been considered in the original loss function design.

YOLO v4 is a one-stage detectionmethod. If the quantity
gap between positive and negative samples is too large, it will
reduce the accuracy of the network’s recognition of apples.
In order to solve the problem of imbalance between positive
and negative samples, the category loss function based on
AP-Loss (Average Precision Loss) is improved.

AP-Loss [36] transforms the classification task into the
sorting task and minimizes the AP-Loss of the system based
on the network error and its optimization algorithm. Firstly,
the prediction box and score are transformed to obtain the
transformation format of the prediction box and score, as
shown in the following equations:

xkm � − αk − αm( , (5)

ykm � 1|βk�1,βm�0, (6)

where K and M represent the k-th row and m-th column of
an image, respectively;XKM andYKM represent the difference
of the overlap score of the two prediction frames and the
converted score, respectively; and α and β represent the true
value matching score and the original score of the anchor
frame, respectively.

*e network error is adjusted as follows:

Lkm(x) �
F xkm( 

1 + n∈Λ∪T,n≠kF xkn( 
, (7)

where F (x) is a sign function that, only if x ＞ 0, takes 1;
otherwise it is 0. Λand Tare the set of data groups marked
with values 1 and 0, respectively.

*e optimized loss function Lcla and its minimization
objective function are shown in the following equations:

Lcla �
|Λ| − 1

|Λ|

k∈Λ

1 + m∈Λ,k≠mF xkm( 

1 + m∈Λ,k≠mF xkm(  + m∈T,k≠mF xkm( 

�
1

|Λ|

k∈Λ


m∈T

Lkm �
1

|Λ|
〈L(x), y〉,

(8)

min
δ

Lcla(δ) �
1

|Λ|
〈L(x, δ), y〉, (9)

where m∈Λ,k≠mF(xkm) and m∈T,k≠mF(xkm) are the ranking
of αk in positive samples and all valid samples, respectively. L
(x) and y are d-dimensional vectors composed of all LKM and
YKM, where d is the effective number of all prediction boxes
and δ is the optimization parameter of the system.

*e backpropagation gradient of the network is obtained
by deriving the score function αk, as shown in the following
equation:

Gi � − 
m,n

Δxmn

zxmn

zαk

� 
m

Lmkymk − 
m

Linykm. (10)

2.5. FilteringMethod of Prediction Box. In the test phase, the
target detection algorithm will output multiple prediction
boxes; in particular, there will be many high confidence
prediction boxes around the target. In order to delete these
duplicate prediction boxes and make each target have only
one detection result, NMS (Nonmaximum Suppression) is
generally used to filter the prediction boxes. Traditional
NMS thinks that there is a clear boundary between targets. It
will not produce too much overlap, so this algorithm can
effectively remove false-positive samples and improve the
detection accuracy. However, for the image containing
multiple apples, the adjacent apples overlap with each other.
According to the traditional NMS algorithm, some real
apples with too high overlap will be directly removed from
the detection queue, resulting in missed detection. In order
to solve this problem, Soft-NMS [37] is used instead of NMS
to filter prediction boxes.

Soft-NMS can make prediction boxes be revaluated
recursively according to the current score, instead of being
roughly deleted. In this way, it can avoid the situation of
missing detection when multiple apples have a high overlap.
At the same time, the algorithm does not need to retrain the
model and does not increase the training cost.*e algorithm
flow is as follows:

(1) B� {B1, . . ., BN} is the prediction box set; S� {S1, . . .,
SN} is the set of confidence scores corresponding to
the prediction box

(2) D� { } is the filtered prediction box set
(3) Select the box Bm with the highest score from set B,

put it into setD, and assign the difference set of B and
D to B

(4) If the IOU between the remaining box and Bm is
greater than the set threshold NT, the score will be
reduced according to equation (11)

(5) Set the threshold Nd, and delete the box when the
new score of the remaining box is less than Nd

(6) Repeat steps (3), (4), and (5) until B is an empty set,
and then return D and S

For the prediction box with IOU greater than the
threshold, a penalty function in the form of Gaussian
function is constructed to reduce its score, as shown in the
following equation:

si � sie
− iou M,bi( )

2/σ( 
, (11)

where σ is the scale adjustment coefficient, given as 0.5 in
this experiment. Soft-NMS changes the traditional method
of directly removing the prediction box with high IOU and
replaces it with the method of reducing its score. It reduces
the probability of the correct prediction box being deleted by
mistake and improves the average accuracy of detection.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Model Training and Detection Effect. In this experiment,
the core processor of the training computer is AMD
3900× 3.8GHz CPU, and the graphics card is NVIDIA RTX
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2080 Ti. *e program is written by C++ and calls OpenCV,
CUDA, and other operation libraries. In the aspect of model
training, the learning rate is set to 0.001; momentum and
decay are set to 0.9 and 0.0005, respectively; and the learning
rate becomes 0.1 times the original after 11000 iterations.

After 12000 times of training, the loss function of the
model changes as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from the
figure that in the first 1300 iterations, the loss function value
decreases rapidly. *e model is fitted rapidly and then
gradually stabilizes after 3000 iterations. In the iterative
process, the weight is output every 100 iterations, but the
number of iterations is not the more the better. Too many
iterations are prone to overfitting, so it is necessary to
evaluate the model comprehensively.

*e purpose of this study is to find suitable apples.
Precision, Recall, mAP (mean Average Precision), and IOU
are used to choose the appropriate threshold T (0<T< 1) for
the model. After the algorithm predicts the confidence of the
target, the Tneeds to be compared with the confidence. *e
prediction targets with confidence higher than T are the
apples that meet the harvesting requirements.

Figure 5 shows the change of mAP with the number of
iterations. Among the models obtained in this experiment,
models with higher mAP are selected, and then data ex-
periments are carried out on these models. In this study,
precision, recall, and IOU of these models are compared by
constantly changing the threshold T, so that modes can
detect the apples in the current environment according to
needs.

In the apple recognition system, apples that are too far
away or hidden behind the previous ones can be ignored
because they will be recognized and located again before the
next picking. *erefore, this study ignores the Recall and
selects the Precision. For the IOU, because the harvesting
robot only needs to recognize the center of apples, the re-
quirements for the IOU are not high. To sum up, the priority
of these parameters is Precision>Recall> IOU. *e change
of threshold Twill change the Precision, Recall, and IOU of
the detected target. When the threshold T is 0.5, the Pre-
cision and Recall are 97% and 90%, respectively, and the IOU
is 83.61%. *e performance of the model is at its best. *e
effect of the Des-YOLO v4 algorithm on the detection of
apples in various environments in the test set is shown in
Figure 6.

3.2. Experimental Comparison and Analysis. In order to
further verify the efficiency of the improved model, the
detection efficiency of various detection algorithms is
compared. *is study mainly evaluates the detection effects
of YOLO v4, Faster R-CNN, and Des-YOLO v4 under the
above conditions. In this experiment, multitarget images
with different numbers and sizes are selected for detection
experiment comparison, and the effect is shown in Figure 7.
It can be seen that the Faster R-CNN detection efficiency is
not high, and it is easy to miss the target. *e conventional
YOLO v4 algorithm has faster detection speed and detection
accuracy, but there are many targets that are too far away in
the detection results.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the Des-YOLO v4 al-
gorithm performs better than the other algorithms in
detecting apples. In the case of fewer apples, the detection
results of several algorithms are similar, but the detection
speed of the Des-YOLO v4 is faster and the mAP is relatively
high. In the case of scattered apples, although Faster R-CNN
can detect more apples, apple targets that are too far away
cannot be picked in practical applications. In contrast, the
Des-YOLO v4 algorithm has faster detection and higher
detection accuracy. At the same time, the Des-YOLO v4 is
better than the official YOLO v4 algorithm when there are
more apple targets, so it is more suitable for harvesting
robots. From the overall effect, the Des-YOLO v4 algorithm
has a faster speed and a higher accuracy.

3.3. Robot Automatic Harvesting Experiment. *e target
detection and harvesting experiments are completed with a
self-designed apple-harvesting robot. *e harvesting robot
is shown in Figure 8. *e self-designed robot mainly in-
cludes three parts: a mobile carrier part, a 5-DOF (five-
degree-of-freedom) manipulator part, and an end effector
part.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 6: *e detection effect of Des-YOLO v4 algorithm. (a) Single fruit. (b) Multiple fruits. (c) Occluded fruit. (d) Overlapping fruits.
(e) Backlight. (f ) Sunlight.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Continued.
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*e mobile carrier is crawler chassis, which is composed
of chassis cabin and crawler walking mechanism. *e chassis
cabin is loaded with the environment sensing system and
motion control unit of the harvesting robot. *e crawler
walking mechanism is composed of load-bearing wheel,
driving wheel, tensioning auxiliary wheel, and belt supporting
wheel. *e 5-DOF manipulator adopts joint structure and is
fixed on the mobile carrier. *e first degree of freedom is the
lifting platform, the second is the waist rotation joint of the
manipulator, the third is the swing axis of the back arm, the
fourth is the swing axis of the forearm and the fifth is the
rotation axis of the robot end manipulator. *e end effector
adopts claw structure. *e claw opening and closing is
controlled by the stepper motor through the lead screw. *e
inner side of the clamping claw is equipped with pressure
sensors, which can realize the lossless grasping of the apple.

In the harvesting experiment, the host computer of the
robot first processes the apple images and detects the apple
targets in the images through the Des-YOLO v4 algorithm.
*en, the position of the target in the manipulator coor-
dinate system is calculated. Finally, the manipulator is
controlled to move toward the target by the visual servo
control algorithm, so as to complete the apple-harvesting
task. Figure 9 shows the complete process of robot har-
vesting operation. In this experiment, the fruit tree models
are used to simulate the harvesting environment. A total of
70 harvesting experiments are carried out. *e processing
time of a single image is 0.4 seconds, the average single
harvesting time is 8.7 seconds, and the comprehensive
harvesting success rate is 92.9%. *e Des-YOLO v4 algo-
rithm can meet the real-time harvesting requirements of the
harvesting robot.

(c)

Figure 7: Detection comparison of different algorithms. (a) Faster R-CNN. (b) YOLO v4. (c) Des-YOLO v4.

Table 1: Performance comparison of different algorithms.

Algorithm Backbone network mAP (%) Detection speed (f·s−1)
Faster R-CNN ResNet50 88.1 9
YOLO v4 CSPDarknet53 87.9 53
Des-YOLO v4 Des-Darknet 93.1 51

Figure 8: Self-designed apple-harvesting robot.
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4. Conclusions

*is study proposed a Des-YOLO v4 algorithm and a detection
method of apples. *e algorithm can make the harvesting
robots detect apples in complex environment. In addition, it
has the advantages of higher recognition accuracy and faster
detection speed compared with other detection algorithms.

*e main conclusions are as follows:

(1) To improve the detection speed of harvesting robots,
the Des-YOLO network structure is proposed. By
adding the DenseNet, the parameters of YOLO v4
network are effectively reduced and the ability of the
network to extract apple image features is improved.
*erefore, the Des-YOLO network has better de-
tection performance.

(2) Aiming at the problem of imbalance between pos-
itive and negative samples in the collected data, a
class loss function based on AP-Loss is proposed.
*e AP-Loss function uses ranking task instead of
classification task. It can improve the detection
performance of the Des-YOLO v4 and improve the
accuracy of apple recognition.

(3) In the test phase, Soft-NMS is used to replace NMS to
solve the problem of missing apple detection, which
improves the detection accuracy of apples under
overlapping conditions.

(4) *e Des-YOLO v4 algorithm is tested on the self-
made apple data set. *e test results show that the
proposed algorithm has a mAP of 93.1% and a de-
tection speed of 51 fps for apple images. Compared
with Faster R-CNN and other network models, the
proposed model can meet the accuracy and speed
requirements of apple detection at the same time.

(5) A harvesting robot is designed to carry out the apple-
harvesting experiment. *e experimental results
show that the processing time of a single image is
0.4 seconds, the single harvesting time is 8.7 seconds,
and the comprehensive harvesting success rate is
92.9%.

However, the proposed algorithm still has some short-
comings. *e network model in this study is still complex
and needs a lot of computing time, which affects the overall
picking efficiency. In low illumination environment, the
performance of the algorithm will seriously descend, which
makes the robot unable to work at night. *erefore, in the
further research, the network model will be continued to
reduce network parameters to improve the harvesting speed
of the robot. Meanwhile, the detection method with night
image will be studied, so that the harvesting robot can work
in all illumination environments.
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